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Abstract—Hidden delay defects (HDDs) are small delay defects
that pass all at-speed tests at nominal capture time. They are an
important indicator of latent defects that lead to early-life failures
and aging problems that are serious especially in autonomous
and medical applications. An effective way to screen out HDDs
is to use Faster-than-At-Speed Testing (FAST) to observe outputs
of sensitized non-critical paths which are expected to be stable
earlier than nominal capture time.

To improve the reliability of current and future designs, it is
important to learn about the population of HDDs using logic
diagnosis. We present the very first logic fault diagnosis technique
that is able to identify HDDs by analyzing fail logs produced by
FAST.

Even with aggressive FAST testing, HDDs generate only very few
failing test response bits. To overcome this severe challenge, we
propose new backtracing and response matching methods that
yield high diagnostic success rates even with very limited amount
of failure data. The performance and scalability of our HDD
diagnosis method is validated using fault injection campaigns
with large benchmark circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional safety is a major concern in autonomous and

medical systems. Respective standards, e. g., the ISO 26262

standard for the automotive domain, define fault coverage

requirements for manufacturing and in-system testing. In this

context, marginalities pose serious challenges, as they may not

be observable during manufacturing test, but can cause early-

life failures (ELF) in the field as illustrated in Fig. 1a. In

addition to safety hazards, ELFs may also lead to huge eco-

nomic losses for overall equipment manufacturers. As weak

devices often suffer from small additional delays, screening

for small delay defects (SDDs) is critical in sorting out chips

with potential early life failures while reducing the cost for

burn-in tests [1, 2]. This is even more important for recent

FinFET technologies [3, 4]. However, if small delays can only

be propagated over short paths, they will remain undetected

even with timing-aware test patterns applied at speed. Testing

for such hidden delay defects (HDDs) require Faster-than-At-

Speed Testing (FAST), typically with various frequencies [5–

12].

FAST significantly increases the reliability of shipped prod-

ucts, but to achieve a quick reliability ramp-up of a manu-

facturing process, it must be combined with proper diagnosis

techniques (see Fig. 1b). Here the goal is to assess the severity
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Fig. 1. Faster-than-At-Speed testing flow compared to conventional at-speed
testing and how diagnosis of hidden delay defects enables quick reliability
improvement.

of the reliability problems and to distinguish defective chips

from chips that are slow due to parameter variations. Distin-

guishing the effects of parameter variations from small delay

defects is also crucial for avoiding unnecessary yield loss. In

previous work, this problem was addressed for resistive SDDs

and gate-oxide defects [13, 14]. The proposed solutions exploit

the observation that slow chips show a different behavior

than defective chips for varying supply voltages. However,

running the test with several different supply voltages may

not always be feasible. Nevertheless, diagnosis can still extract

useful information. If a failure can only be explained by

multiple fault locations, the chip is probably a slow chip due to

parameter variations. Similarly, defective chips can be further

characterized. If the diagnosis results of several failing chips

always point to the same unique fault location, it is very

likely that a systematic problem in the manufacturing process

exists that must be fixed. In case of unique but different fault

locations, random defects may be responsible for the failures.

Although delay fault diagnosis has been a topic of interest

in recent years [2, 15–25], the underlying assumptions of the

existing approaches do not exactly match the needs of HDD

diagnosis. Our experimental analysis (shown later in Table II)

revealed that HDDs typically propagate to very few outputs.

Thus, diagnosis must be based on very few failing response
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bits. Furthermore, process variations can cause different ob-

served failures even for the same HDD. This prevents an

efficient pruning of candidate lists, and the reliability analysis

described above will not lead to clear results. To develop

an efficient diagnosis technique for HDDs is therefore an

extremely challenging task. The diagnosis technique presented

in this paper is specifically tailored to HDD diagnosis. It

combines the variation aware scoring introduced in [26] with a

new procedure for tracing the fault effect back to culprits. The

backtracing procedure exploits additional timing information

to reduce the candidate list.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces FAST, diagnostic testing as well as the models for

failure data. Section III introduces circuit and simulation mod-

els and gives an overview over the complete HDD diagnosis

flow. Section IV details the new backtracing method used to

generate initial HDD candidate lists. Section V details the new

variation-aware scoring method to rank the HDD candidates.

Section VI presents the experimental results and Section VII

concludes this paper.

II. DIAGNOSTIC FASTER-THAN-AT-SPEED TESTING

Logic diagnosis is performed on fail logs generated by au-

tomated test equipment (ATE) [27]. The fail log contains

information on unexpected responses captured after apply-

ing certain test patterns. To reduce response data in high-

volume testing, FAST can be combined with test response

compaction [28, 29]. While highly compacted responses are

sufficient for simple pass-fail decisions, logic diagnosis be-

comes much more challenging [30]. In this work, we as-

sume that uncompacted response data is available. This can

be readily achieved by bypassing any response compaction

logic [31] or by compaction schemes that allow the restoration

of uncompacted response data [32].

The failure information obtained by FAST is different from

that of a traditional at-speed delay test. An at-speed delay test

is applied using a single frequency matching the functional

clock speed of the design. In FAST, various subsets of delay

tests are performed with multiple capture times. Fig. 2 shows

an example of a test where a single delay test is applied two

times and failure information is collected at two capture times

cnom and cFAST . On the one hand, since cFAST is earlier than

the nominal circuit delay, outputs of long paths (o2) need to

be masked. On the other hand, the delay defect is observable

at output o0 at time cFAST , but its fault effect has already

vanished at time cnom . Since a test has different outcomes at

different clock frequencies, the information on capture times

needs to be included in the fail log.

We model the FAST fail log in the way described below.

Definition 1. Let T be the set of all delay tests (test pattern

pairs), and O be the set of all pseudo-primary outputs (PPOs).

An observed failure f ∈ F is a tuple (t, o, c) consisting of a
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Fig. 2. Faster-than-at-speed testing with one test and two capture times
discovering a hidden delay defect.

delay test t ∈ T , a PPO o ∈ O, and a capture time c. The fail

log F is the set of all observed failures.

The pseudo-primary outputs are the signals that are captured

by scan cells. The test in Fig. 2 generates a single entry

(t, o0, cFAST) in the fail log. In practice, many more capture

times are used for a few thousands of test patterns to obtain

a reasonable coverage. A more realistic fail log looks like the

following:

F = {(t10, o8, 1.2 ns), (t10, o12, 1.3 ns),

(t16, o8, 1.2 ns), (t16, o8, 1.3 ns)}.

F shows that for test t10 a wrong value was observed at

PPO o8 at capture time 1.2 ns and at PPO o12 at time 1.3 ns.
Furthermore, test t16 caused a fail at scan cell o8 that was

captured both at time 1.2 ns and 1.3 ns. It is obvious that one

test can lead to wrong responses at many scan cells. Unique

in FAST is that a single scan cell may capture for the same

test a wrong response at multiple times and therefore lead to

multiple entries in the fail log.

The masking performed during FAST ensures that the fail

log contains only entries with capture times greater than the

expected latest stabilization time LST(t, o) of the PPO o for

a delay test t. In the fail log F above for PPO o8, both

LST(t10, o8) and LST(t16, o8) are less than 1.2 ns. For PPO

o12 the expected stabilization time is LST(t10, o12) < 1.3 ns.
In general, all observations before the expected LSTs are

masked by FAST and are not available for diagnosis.

Observed failures in the fail log are not necessarily caused by

a defect in the device under test. Process variations alone may

delay some LSTs at the PPOs so much as to cause failures to

get logged during the test. From the observed failures alone it

is not apparent whether they were caused by a spot defect or

by random variations. Logic diagnosis based on the fail log

with an attempt to locate a fitting HDD candidate can give

important insights into this question.

The fail log F generated by the ATE together with the gate-

level netlist and timing information is input to the novel HDD

diagnosis approach described below.

III. HDD DIAGNOSIS OVERVIEW

Similar to previous logic diagnosis approaches for other faults

and defects [26, 33], the proposed HDD diagnosis approach
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also consists of two main phases: effect-cause backtracing

and subsequent cause-effect fault simulation. The effect-cause

backtracing phase is used to identify the most suspicious cir-

cuit structures. The subsequent cause-effect inject-and-validate

phase uses diagnostic fault-simulation to find the candidates

whose behaviors best match the observations in the fail log.

Both phases operate on timing simulation data generated

on demand by a high-performance waveform-based timing

simulator [34, 35]. In preparation for timing simulation, the

combinational portion of the circuit is extracted from the

design and all scan cells are replaced by pairs of pseudo-

primary inputs (PPIs) and pseudo-primary outputs (PPOs).

The gates in the combinational portion of the circuit under

diagnosis (CUD) are topologically ordered to facilitate the

propagation of simulation data from PPIs to PPOs. The basic

unit of computation is a waveform that contains the complete

switching history of a signal line. First, the waveforms at PPIs

are initialized with the launch transitions corresponding to a

delay test pattern. The remaining waveforms in the combina-

tional portion are calculated level by level and by using the

nominal pin-to-pin and interconnect delays as illustrated in

Fig. 3. As this computation progresses, the waveforms store

all occurring transitions and glitches which are then available

for all internal signals and PPOs.

The simulation model calculates and stores separate wave-

forms for fan-out stems and all fan-out branches. This is used

to facilitate fine-grained backtracing and fault injection. Every

stored waveform corresponds to a potential HDD candidate

location. We hereafter refer to these locations also as signal

lines l ∈ L.

C

Signal Lines
Stored Waveform

Fan-out

Topological Levels

Level-wise Propagation of Waveforms

PPOsPPIs

Fig. 3. Principle of waveform-based timing simulation of circuit.

A. Phase 1: Backtracing FAST Observations

Effect-cause backtracing or critical path tracing [17, 26, 36,

37] is a very popular and efficient technique used in many

diagnosis approaches. Previous backtracing techniques usually

operate on the results of multi-valued logic simulation [38]

to determine sensitized paths. The limited expressiveness of

multi-valued logic simulation can lead to overly pessimistic

results as it may predict more unknowns or ’X’-values than

actually present in the circuit [39]. When simulating the

propagation of signal transitions using a 6-valued H6 al-

gebra [38], for instance, the temporal order of transitions

arriving at a re-convergence point is unknown. The simulator

must assume that hazards may be generated at such points

to include all potential propagation paths in its result. During

backtracing, this pessimistic inclusion of potential propagation

paths lead to a larger number of initial defect candidates.

If responses from multiple failing delay tests are available,

defect candidate numbers can be reduced again by intersection

[26], however, this method becomes ineffective for the limited

amount of failure information available for HDDs. For this

reason, backtracing in the proposed HDD diagnosis approach

uses timing simulation data to better estimate sensitized paths.

All observed failures are traced back to visit all potential

HDD candidate locations within the combinational portion. In

addition to the locations, the fault-free timing simulation data

also yields information on potential fault polarities and fault

sizes. The result of this first phase is a list of potential HDD

candidates sorted by the number of visits to their particular

locations starting from different observed PPO failures. These

HDD candidates will be evaluated by fault simulation in the

second phase.

B. Phase 2: HDD Candidate Simulation

Similar to previous inject-and-validate based diagnosis meth-

ods [40–42], each HDD candidate is injected into the simu-

lation model one-by-one and simulated. HDD diagnosis uses

full timing simulation for each candidate to predict its fault

effects at PPOs. These predictions therefore include the effects

of all re-convergencies and hazards within the circuit. The fault

simulation results are compared with the observed failures in

the fail log to calculate matching scores. Since the simulation

is performed with nominal timing and the observations in

the fail log are potentially altered by process variations, the

variation-tolerant scoring from [26] is adapted.

Finally, the HDD candidates are sorted by their scores to

generate a ranked list as the final HDD diagnosis result.

IV. BACKTRACING FAST OBSERVATIONS

The goal of backtracing is to prune the vast search space of

all possible HDDs down to an initial set of HDD candidates

for further evaluation by diagnostic fault simulation. This

phase does not require costly fault simulation and avoids

any explicit enumeration of sensitization or propagation paths.

Therefore, the computational resources needed for backtracing

are only slightly more than those required for a fault-free

timing simulation of all considered delay tests.

Let t ∈ T be a delay test that shows some observed failures

in the given fail log. Test t is simulated with full (nominal)

timing, yielding for each signal line l ∈ L a waveform with

all expected transitions over time. In particular, we obtain the

expected LST(t, o) for all PPOs o ∈ O ⊂ L as these are just

the times of the latest transition in each of their waveforms.

Let f = (t, o, c) be an observed failure for test t at PPO o
at time c. Such an observed failure implies that the actual
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LST∗(t, o) of PPO o is later than c, while the expected

LST(t, o) is earlier than c. For this failure to occur, the latest

transition of PPO o must have been delayed by a HDD by at

least c − LST(t, o). As mentioned previously, failures might

have been observed at multiple capture times at the same PPO

o for the same test t.

Definition 2. Let T be a set of delay tests, O the set of

all PPOs, and F a fail log. The minimum required delay

MRD(t, o) for a test t ∈ T and PPO o ∈ O is defined as:

MRD(t, o) = max{c− LST(t, o)|(t, o, c) ∈ F}.

If there is no observed failure involving t and o, then

MRD(t, o) = 0.

The fail log F is converted to a set of MRDs for each failing

PPO and its test. If multiple observed failures exist for a PPO

o and a test t, only one MRD is included since it covers all

observations at o for test t for the purpose of backtracing.

A. MRD Back-Propagation

For each non-zero MRD(t, o), an individual back-propagation

is conducted to obtain a MRD(t, l) for each internal signal line

l ∈ L. First, we initialize MRD(t, l) = 0 for all signal lines

l 6= o. All cells and all fan-outs in the circuit are processed in

reverse topological order. Whenever a non-zero MRD(t, lo)
is present at an output line lo of a cell or a fanout, new

MRD(t, li) values are calculated at the respective input lines

li. For the sake of clarity, we will only discuss this calculation

for fan-outs and primitive one- and two-input gates in this

paper. More complex cells are supported by decomposing them

into these primitives.

1) Fan-Outs: A fan-out is a signal that connects a single

driver to multiple receiving gates. During back-propagation,

each branch of a fan-out as well as its stem are regarded as

separate internal signal lines with separate MRD values.

If a fan-out has a non-zero MRD on at least one of its

branches, the stem MRD will be set to the minimum non-

zero MRD among its branches. The reason is that this delay

is sufficient to cause the observed failure that is currently

back-propagated. In general, an additional delay on a fan-

out stem propagates to all branches of the fan-out and may

be observed at multiple PPOs via paths of different lengths.

Therefore, back-propagation may visit a fan-out multiple times

from different PPOs with observed failures and with different

MRDs. Even though the minimum MRD is propagated to

the fan-out stem each time, the largest MRD will eventually

be back-propagated into the input cone of the fan-out. After

all back-propagations have finished, the maximum MRD on

each signal line will be used for HDD candidate generation

(see Section IV-B). This ensures that the HDD candidates are

large enough to cause all observed failures across all fan-out

branches.

2) Interconnects and One-Input Cells: Interconnects with a

specified transport delay as well as one-input cells such as

buffers and inverters are transparent with respect to MRD
back-propagation. Any MRD at their output is simply copied

to their input, because the required delay-shift of the last

transition is independent of the transport or the pin-to-pin

delay of the respective cell.

3) Two-Input Cells: The back-propagation at multi-input gates

is more complex because of possible non-robust [43] sensi-

tizations. If the signal at the off-path input of a two-input

gate is stable and has no transitions, the MRD is propagated

along the sensitized path in the same way as with one-input

cells. If both inputs have transitions, robust and non-robust

sensitizations need to be distinguished as shown in Fig. 4.

MRD(t, a) = MRD(t, z) + δ

MRD(t, a) = MRD(t, z)

a) Robust Sensitization: Output transition can be shifted by both inputs.

MRD(t, z)

backtrace
continue z

a

b

MRD(t, b) = MRD(t, z)

δ

δ

b) Non-Robust Sensitization: Output transition can be shifted by only one input.

Other input may block minimum required shift.

MRD(t, z)

1. Causing transition

2. Sensitization check: passed

z
a

b

backtrace
continue

MRD(t, z)

MRD(t, z)

1. Causing transition

2. Sensitization check: failed

z
a

b

backtrace
terminated.

MRD(t, a)=0

MRD(t, b)=0

MRD(t, b)=0

Fig. 4. MRD back-propagation at an AND-gate for robust sensitization (a)
and non-robust sensitization (b).

In the robust case (Fig. 4a), the final value at the output is the

controlled value of the gate (logic 1 for an AND-gate). The

position of the latest transition at the output can therefore be

altered by delaying the latest transition at either input. Let δ
be the time difference between the two LST at the inputs. The

input signal with the latest LST gets assigned the MRD from

the output signal. The input signal with the earlier LST gets

assigned MRD+ δ.

In the non-robust case (Fig. 4b), the final value at the output is

the uncontrolled value of the gate (logic 0 for an AND-gate).

The LST at the output can only be altered by one of the inputs.

This input is determined by analyzing which transition at the

inputs directly caused the latest output transition. Usually, it is

the last transition at an input during which the gate was non-

robustly sensitized through the other input. In the example of

Fig. 4b, this is the input a of the AND-gate. Next, the latest

transition on the on-path input is shifted by MRD(t, z) and
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the sensitization condition is re-checked. If the off-path input

has still a sensitizing value (like in the upper case in Fig. 4b),

a non-zero MRD is assigned to the on-path input signal and

back-propagation continues. If the off-path input transitions to

a non-sensitizing value too soon (lower case in Fig. 4b), the

propagation stops, since the output LST cannot be shifted by

the required MRD(t, z) by any change to one input signal.

4) Limitations of MRD Back-Propagation: There are cases

of limitations in which MRD back-propagation may fail to

include the actual fault-site.

The first limitation arises when a fault-effect propagates

through the circuit as a hazard or glitch. Since back-

propagation is based on altering transitions that already exist

in the fault-free case, any additional hazards caused by the

HDD in the CUD are not considered.

The second limitation is possible if a fault-effect re-converges

at a gate. In many cases (e. g., if the reconversion point is

robustly sensitized), back-propagation will still follow some

of the propagation paths and still reach the actual fault-site.

However, if the reconversion point is non-robustly sensitized

and a fault-effect is required on the off-path signal to obtain

the output MRD, back-propagation may stop prematurely.

The aforementioned limitations are common and well-

discussed challenges for critical path tracing [36]. Overcoming

these limitations require a more sophisticated (and compu-

tationally more expensive) analysis. However, the particular

situations in which these limitations impact the diagnosis

results are rather rare. We have observed that in most cases,

backtracing still works via other test patterns and observed

failures and the actual fault-site is still reached via other

propagation paths. Furthermore, once a fault-site is marked

as a candidate, the following fault-simulation and candidate

scoring will consider all hazards and re-convergencies and the

final score will not be affected by the limitations of back-

propagation.

B. Initial Candidate Set Generation

The results of all individual back-propagations are now com-

bined to generate an ordered list of the most probable HDD

candidates. Each HDD candidate consists of a location l, a

polarity (slow-to-rise or slow-to-fall), and a delay or size. First

we describe how to obtain likely candidate locations, and then

we explain how to calculate polarities and delays to form the

HDD candidate list.

For each MRD(t, o), we define two sets of candidate signal

lines as:

Lcand(t, o) = {l ∈ L|MRD(t, l) = MRD(t, o)},

L′

cand(t, o) = {l ∈ L|MRD(t, l) > MRD(t, o)},

with all MRD(t, l) being obtained by back-propagating

MRD(t, o). Lcand(t, o) contains all signal lines l whose

MRD(t, l) does not contain any slack, and L′

cand
(t, o) con-

tains all signal lines with additional slack in their MRD(t, l)
originating from robust sensitizations (input a in Fig. 4a).

For each signal line l ∈ L in the circuit, we further define

hit-counts h(l) and h′(l) as the numbers of appearances of l
in all Lcand(t, o) and L′

cand
(t, o), respectively:

h(l) =
∑

(t,o,c)∈F

|{l} ∩ Lcand(t, o)|,

h′(l) =
∑

(t,o,c)∈F

|{l} ∩ L′

cand(t, o)|.

The list of candidate signal lines is composed of two parts.

First, all l ∈ L with h(l) > 0 are added in descending order of

h. Then, all l ∈ L with h(l) = 0 and h′(l) > 0 are appended

in descending order of h′.

Let l be a candidate signal line. The fault size δ(l) of the

HDD candidate on l is determined by taking the maximum

of all MRD(t, l) obtained during backtracing. This is a lower

bound for the actual HDD fault size and ensures that the fault

effect of the HDD candidate can propagate to all observation

points reported in the fail log.

In addition to the calculation of MRD(t, l), back-propagation

also records the polarity of the shifted transitions. As a

signal line l may be reached by back-propagation multiple

times, back-propagation may record only falling transitions,

only rising transitions or both falling and rising transitions

being shifted by the minimum required delay. If only falling

transitions were shifted, the corresponding defect is likely

of slow-to-fall (STF) polarity. In this case, an HDD can-

didate STF[l, δ(l)] is added to the candidate list. If only

rising transitions were shifted, a slow-to-rise HDD candidate

STR[l, δ(l)] is added to the candidate list. If both falling and

rising transitions were shifted at signal line l while back-

propagating from different observed failures, both STF[l, δ(l)]
and STR[l, δ(l)] are added to the candidate list.

The list of initial HDD candidates, sorted by h(l), is given

to a fault simulator for final scoring. Our experiments show

that among all successful candidate list generations (i. e., the

real culprit is indeed among the candidates), the real culprit

is almost always among the first few hundred candidates.

V. HDD CANDIDATE TIMING SIMULATION

The initial HDD candidates are now explicitly simulated.

Each HDD candidate is injected into the circuit by adding

its delay to the fault-free delay of the affected cell. All delay

tests that detected the culprit in the CUD are applied to the

modified circuit to calculate the potentially faulty waveforms

at all PPOs. These predicted waveforms include the effect

of hazards, race conditions and re-convergencies that may be

present in the CUD. The simulated waveforms at the PPOs

are analyzed at the FAST capture times and compared to

the observations in the fail log. A score is assigned to each

candidate based on the confidence in the simulation result and

its similarity to the observed behavior.
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A. Confidence Estimation for Variation Tolerance

Fault simulation is performed with nominal timing while the

CUD is subject to process variations. Therefore, the observa-

tions reported in the fail log may not completely match with

the simulation even for the best HDD candidate. This issue is

addressed with a variation-aware matching approach from [26]

summarized in the following for completeness of the paper.

Fig. 5 illustrates the basic idea of evaluating the values of

and the confidences in predicted responses. The waveform at

a PPO o is a step-function that alternates between 1 and 0
according to the logic values of the signal over time. This

step-function is multiplied with a Gaussian probability density

function with its mean at a capture time c and a chosen

standard deviation σ. The area A of the resulting product gives

the probability that the scan cell at PPO o in the chip captured a

logic 1. The predicted logic value at the PPO o is 1 if A > 0.5
and 0 otherwise. The confidence in the predicted logic value

is given by |2 · (A− 0.5)|. For example, the confidence is 0.0
if A = 0.5 and 1.0 if A = 0.0 or 1.0.

PPO waveforms of a Multiply with
Area Prediction
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Fig. 5. Prediction of a captured value at time c and the estimation of
simulation confidence [26].

The standard deviation σ determines the sensitivity of the

confidence prediction to nearby transitions. A reasonable esti-

mation of σ is given by the expected standard deviation of the

LST at the PPOs of the circuit under variation. This standard

deviation can be determined by running about 100 monte-carlo

simulations and fitting a normal distribution to a histogram of

LSTs at the PPOs [26].

B. HDD Candidate Scoring

Each HDD candidate is assigned a score to reflect how well

its simulated PPO values predict the observations reported in

the fail log. Similar to [26], the total score of a candidate is

the sum of individual score contributions for each response

bit.

For a response bit, there are four possible situations, com-

monly known as TPSP, TPSF, TFSP, and TFSF.

• TFSF (Tester-Fail Simulation-Fail): The fail log contains

an observed failure and the simulation also predicts a

failure.

• TFSP (Tester-Fail Simulation-Pass): The fail log contains

an observed failure but the simulation predicts a correct

value.

• TPSF (Tester-Pass Simulation-Fail): No failure was ob-

served but the simulation predicts a failure.

• TPSP (Tester-Pass Simulation-Pass): No failure was ob-

served and the simulation also predicts a correct value.

Both TPSP and TFSF contribute positively to the total score,

i. e., the simulated candidate HDD is more likely to correspond

to the actual defect. Contributions of TFSP and TPSF show

mismatches that make a candidate less likely to explain the

observed behavior.

We associate a partial score value with each of these four

situations: sTPSP, sTPSF, sTFSP, sTFSF. Each value is the

sum of the simulation confidences for each response bit in

the respective matching category. For example, the simulator

predicts a faulty value for a test t, PPO o, and capture time

c with a confidence of 0.8. If the fail log contains an entry

(t, o, c), a value of 0.8 is added to sTFSF. If the fail log does

not contain such an entry, 0.8 is added to sTPSF. Conversely, if

the simulator predicts a fault-free response bit, the confidences

are added to sTFSP or sTPSP, respectively.

The goal is to order all HDD candidates by their estimated

probabilities of being the actual culprit. This order is defined

by a single final score s for each candidate that can be

calculated with a formula of the general form:

s = sTFSF + α · sTFSP + β · sTPSF + γ · sTPSP.

In practice, sTF = sTFSF+ sTFSP is always very close to the

number of observed failing outputs, and sTP = sTPSF+sTPSP

is close to the number of passing test response bits. Therefore,

both sTF and sTP do not vary significantly between the

different HDD candidates and are not very useful for ranking.

If we treat sTF and sTP as constants within a ranking of

candidates, the general score formula can be simplified as

follows. First, the constants are subtracted from all scores

without affecting the ranking:

s = sTFSF + αsTFSP + βsTPSF + γsTPSP − αsTF − γsTP.

Through simple re-arrangements, two partial scores can be

eliminated:

s = sTFSF − α · sTFSF + β · sTPSF − γ · sTPSF

= (1− α) · sTFSF + (β − γ) · sTPSF.

Without changing the ranking, we can divide all scores by

the constant (1− α). Furthermore, we can write the constant

−(β − γ)/(1− α) simply as ω to yield:

s = sTFSF − ω · sTPSF.

The weight ω determines by how much simulation mispredic-

tions degrade the ranking of HDD candidates. We will show

in our experiments in Section VI that using the same ω across

various diagnosis cases leads to low-quality rankings in some

cases. The reason is that in some diagnosis cases, the fault-

simulator produces high values of sTPSF relative to sTFSF for

most HDD candidates, while in other diagnosis cases, sTPSF is
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rather low for most HDD candidates. A weight ω that result

in a good ranking in the latter case may degrade the HDD

candidate corresponding to the actual culprit too much in the

former case. To solve this problem, we propose a weight ω∗

that scales a normalized value of sTPSF. Let smax
TPSF be the

maximum sTPSF among all HDD candidates in a diagnosis

case. The final score then becomes:

s = sTFSF − ω∗ ·
sTPSF

smax
TPSF

.

This way, the final score is always reduced by a value between

0 and ω∗, independent from the absolute values of sTPSF. We

will demonstrate how to choose the weight ω∗ for optimal

ranking performance in Section VI-C.

C. Candidate Simulation and Ranking

Phase 1 of the diagnosis procedure generated a list of HDD

candidates that are sorted by the number of times its location

was visited by backtracing. These HDD candidates are fault-

simulated one by one, starting from the candidate with the

highest hit-count. Each candidate is simulated with all failing

tests that are present in the fail log. With the simulation results,

s = sTFSF − ω∗ · sTPSF

smax

TPSF

for each candidate is calculated. In

the calculation of the scores, both passing and failing response

bits of the failing delay tests are considered.

Simulating all passing tests will yield a more accurate sTPSF,

which may further improve the ranking. However, this adds

considerable fault-simulation runtime that may become infea-

sible for large designs.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The goals of our experiments were to evaluate the performance

in terms of results and runtime of the proposed HDD diagnosis

algorithm. They were conducted on large ITC’99 benchmark

circuits [44] that were synthesized using the SAED 32 nm
technology library and a standard commercial tool flow. For

each circuit, the FAST-ATPG approach from [12] was used to

generate test pattern sets, observation times as well as a list

of all HDD detected by the generated test sets. To generate a

diagnostic test case, we randomly picked an HDD from the set

of all detected HDD, injected it into the circuit, and simulated

the FAST procedure to generate the fail log. Note that all

culprits are actual hidden delay defects that cannot be detected

with traditional at-speed delay testing as they do not break the

timing of the CUD. To the best of our knowledge, no logic

diagnosis approach in the literature targets diagnosis of HDDs.

Therefore, it is not possible to compare our results to any other

diagnosis algorithms.

A. Statistics on benchmark circuits and FAST fail logs

The basic statistics on benchmark circuits, test sets, and test

timing are shown in Table I. Column |L| gives the number

of signal lines, i. e., the number of possible HDD locations,

in the circuit. |T | shows the number of delay tests generated

by FAST-ATPG, |O| shows the number of PPOs, |C| shows

the number of capture times, and #HDDs shows the number

of detected hidden delay defects detected by the FAST test.

The number of detected HDDs vary among benchmark circuits

and depend on the prevalence of HDDs in the circuits and the

efficacy of FAST. For the remaining experiments, we randomly

picked 1000 defects from detected HDDs for each benchmark

circuit.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF BENCHMARK CIRCUITS AND TEST SETS.

|L| |O| |T | |C| #HDDs

b14 23.0k 274 2608 9 8.6k
b15 17.5k 499 1487 11 1.4k
b17 53.6k 1459 1916 11 3.2k
b18 166.7k 3210 3365 8 29.8k
b19 319.6k 6406 5056 7 37.9k
b20 44.0k 470 3253 8 9.7k
b21 43.6k 470 3440 8 10.1k
b22 66.0k 693 3843 8 14.4k

The randomly picked HDDs are simulated to generate the fail

log for each culprit. Each case was simulated with nominal

timing and the fail logs do not contain any effects from process

variations. Due to space limitations, we will address the effect

of process variations on HDD diagnosis results in more detail

as part of our future work. Table II shows some statistics on

the generated fail log data. Column %Xs shows the percentage

of bits masked because they were captured before the expected

LST of the PPO. Column #resp.bits shows the total number

of unmasked response bits generated by the FAST test. This

number is much larger than that of traditional at-speed testing,

because the complete test set T is applied |C| times.

Column median|F | shows the median number of observed

failures in each fail log. Compared to the total number of

available response bits, the number of observed failures is

extremely small. For instance, half of the fail logs for b22

showed less than 2 entries. This shows how elusive HDDs are

even with rather aggressive diagnostic fail-data collection.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF TEST RESPONSES AND FAIL LOGS.

%Xs #resp.bits median|F |

b14 0.5% 6.4M 3.0
b15 0.2% 8.1M 3.9
b17 0.1% 30.7M 3.0
b18 0.1% 86.4M 6.8
b19 0.1% 226.5M 4.6
b20 0.2% 12.2M 2.2
b21 0.2% 12.9M 2.3
b22 0.1% 21.3M 1.7

B. Backtracing FAST Observations

The fail logs were then analyzed by our backtracing method to

generate an initial set of HDD candidates. Table III shows the

results. Column 2|L| gives the number of potential delay faults
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(slow-to-rise and slow-to-fall at every location) from which the

initial candidates are selected. Column success shows the per-

centage of cases in which the real culprit was indeed included

in the initial candidate list. In the vast majority (95.4%) of all

cases, the real culprit was successfully included in the initial

candidate list. The very few cases where backtracing failed

to reach the fault site can be attributed to the backtracing

limitations discussed in Section IV-A4. Column top shows the

percentage of successful cases where the culprit is among the

HDD candidates with the largest number of visits from MRD
back-propagations. In other words, the real culprit was ranked

on top of the initial candidate list (among other candidates with

the same number of visits). We observed that this was the case

in 81.6% of all experiments. This underscores the observation

that complications from re-convergencies and hazards play a

rather insignificant role during the first phase of diagnosis.

Only b18 and b19 show a top percentage of 54% and below,

but still, in over 92% of all cases, the real culprit was included

in the list of initial candidates.

Column med.rank shows the median position of the real culprit

in the HDD candidate list and column typ.ranks show the worst

rank among the best-ranked 99.5% of all diagnosis cases. We

observed that in more than half of the successful cases the real

culprit can be found among the top-33, and in 99.5% of the

successful cases, the real culprit can be found among the top-

1000 in the initial candidate list. In relation to the number of

possible candidate locations and polarities of 2|L|, backtracing

is very effective in narrowing down to a manageable candidate

list for fault simulation.

Column avg.RT shows the average runtime for backtracing

one case. The runtimes were measured with a single-threaded

implementation on a 3.6GHz Intel Xeon CPU. We observed

that backtracing only took a few seconds for smaller circuits

and up to a few minutes for b19.

TABLE III
BACKTRACING PERFORMANCE AND HDD CANDIDATE STATISTICS.

2|L| success top med.rank typ.ranks avg.RT

b14 46.1k 97.7% 91.2% 14.3 ≤293 3.3s
b15 35.1k 96.4% 91.4% 23.8 ≤160 4.9s
b17 107.2k 95.7% 93.2% 26.3 ≤160 8.6s
b18 333.4k 93.2% 39.5% 69.0 ≤2942 38s
b19 639.2k 92.0% 53.7% 47.0 ≤3646 2.6m
b20 88.1k 96.1% 94.6% 25.2 ≤177 3.4s
b21 87.3k 96.0% 94.8% 26.1 ≤290 3.9s
b22 132.0k 96.3% 94.4% 27.9 ≤267 3.8s

avg. 95.4% 81.6% 32.5 ≤992

From each initial candidate list, we considered at most 2000
(5000 for b18, b19) candidates for fault simulation. These

are rather conservative numbers to include also the hard-to-

diagnose cases. In most cases, the list of initial candidates

was much shorter, and as shown previously, the cut-off limit

could be reduced without affecting most of the results.

C. Rank Qualities vs. Scoring Weights

In this section, we introduce the notion of rank quality and

explore the influence of the weights ω and ω∗ on it. These

calculations are not part of the HDD diagnosis procedure and

do not have to be performed when deploying our algorithm.

Each initial HDD candidate was fault-simulated to calculate

and store its sTFSF and sTPSF. From this database of partial

scores, rankings were generated and statistically evaluated

using various weights.

To quantify the quality of the rankings, we first define a

cumulative rank function crf(n) : N+ → [0, 1] as denoting the

ratio of identified culprits after at most n picks. Fig. 6 plots

the values of this function across all cases in all benchmark

circuits for four different weights. The x-axis shows the

number of picks n and the y-axis is crf(n) given as percentage.

The steeper the curve, the better the rankings. The quality of

the rankings are rather low if sTPSF is ignored completely

(ω = 0) and only sTFSF is used. They improve significantly

with ω = 0.02, but degrade again with ω = 0.5. A scoring

using normalized sTPSF with ω∗ = 2 yields slightly better

quality than ω = 0.02. We further define a numeric rank

quality q as the area under crf(n) for n ≤ 100:

q =

100∑

n=1

crf(n).

The best possible rank quality q = 100 is achieved when all

culprits are ranked as the top candidates. The rank qualities

for ω = 0, 0.02, 0.5, ω∗ = 2 are q = 59.2, 63.9, 57.4, and

65.4, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Ranking results across all benchmarks with different weights.

Fig. 7 shows the rank quality across all cases across varying

weights ω and ω∗. The dashed curve shows the rank quality

using ω. The best rank quality of q = 63.9 is achieved for

ω = 0.016. The solid curve shows the rank quality using ω∗.

We observe that scaling the normalized sTPSF with a value

between 0 and ω∗ yields better ranking qualities of up to q =
65.4 for ω∗ = 1.97.

The scale of the y-axis shows that the differences in rank

qualities are small, but normalizing sTPSF improves the qual-
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Fig. 7. Ranking quality vs. ω (dashed curve) and vs. ω∗ (solid curve).

ity compared to a non-normalized scoring with ω. Weights in

the range of 1 < ω∗ < 3 will yield almost identical results.

In the following, ω∗ = 2 will be used for generating the final

rankings.

D. HDD Diagnosis Performance

Table IV shows the final diagnosis results for each of the

benchmark circuits. Column success shows the percentage of

cases that were successfully diagnosed. The first percentage

is the overall success rate which also accounts for failures

in backtracing. The second percentage in parentheses shows

the success rate among the diagnosis cases where backtracing

was successful. The slight decrease in the overall success rate

is due to the cut-off limit of 2000 (5000 for b18, b19) for

the initial HDD candidate list. Columns med.rank avg.rank

show the median and average position of the culprit in the

final diagnosis call-out, respectively. It can be seen that in

half of the cases, the real culprit can be found among the

top 17 candidates. There are two main factors that limits the

ranking quality. The first is the possibility of having equivalent

HDDs (e. g., a HDD in front of and after an inverter) that

cannot be distinguished by diagnosis. The second is the limited

diagnostic resolution of the used test set. This is evident in

particular in the strong correlation between the median ranks

in Table IV and the median number of observed failures in

Table II. We plan to add diagnostic automatic test pattern

generation to FAST for higher resolution as part of our future

work.

Column avg.RT shows the average runtime of diagnosing one

case. The first number shows the overall runtime, the number

in parentheses shows the time spend on fault-simulation.

While backtracing ran on a single-threaded implementation

on a 3.6GHz Intel Xeon CPU, fault-simulation was assisted

by a Nvidia TITAN V GPU with 12GB memory. Fault-

simulation clearly dominated the overall runtime, but still each

diagnosis case was solved within a few minutes. The memory

requirements for simulations on the GPU never exceeded

2GB.

TABLE IV
FINAL RANKING STATISTICS USING ω∗

= 2.

success (sc.only) med.rank avg.rank avg.RT

b14 97.7% (100.0%) 10.7 29.8 1.2m (1.1m)
b15 94.8% (98.5%) 10.8 69.2 1.0m (56s)
b17 95.2% (99.5%) 11.3 19.4 1.1m (56s)
b18 89.2% (96.0%) 8.8 65.5 4.9m (4.3m)
b19 89.7% (97.8%) 10.5 45.9 7.6m (5.0m)
b20 95.7% (99.6%) 27.3 44.6 1.3m (1.2m)
b21 94.7% (98.7%) 21.8 39.9 1.4m (1.3m)
b22 95.3% (99.1%) 27.5 51.3 1.1m (1.1m)

avg. 94.0% (98.6%) 16.1 45.7

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the very first logic fault diagnosis technique

that is able to identify HDD by analyzing fail logs produced by

FAST. The technique uses MRD back-propagation to obtain

initial HDD candidates which are then scored and ranked using

fault-simulation and variation-tolerant observation matching.

The experimental results show a success rate of 94% even

with very limited amount of failure data. FAST diagnosis

established in this work provides the last missing component

to rapidly improve yield and reliability by learning from

otherwise unknown HDDs.
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